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to the first commercialization of
new technology?

INTRODUCTION
In 2001, the Council for Chemical Research
(CCR) released its study, “Measuring Up:
Research & Development Counts for the
Chemical Industry.” This study addressed
the void in quantitative assessments of the
value of research by applying proven
econometric and bibliometric methodologies
in new ways to a particular sector – the U.S.
chemical industry. The study’s findings,
based on data from more than 80 chemical
companies over a twenty-year period,
concluded:
•

•

•

The results of Phase II, now completed,
once again confirm the value of chemical
research. The findings, based on a detailed
bibliometric analysis of patents and
scientific literature, concluded:
•

•

Every dollar invested in chemical R&D
produces, on average, $2 in corporate
operating income over six years – an
average annual return of 17% after
taxes. This return compares favorably
to the weighted average cost of capital
of roughly 8% for the chemical industry
over the same timeframe.
Research funded by the federal
government and other public sources
makes significant contributions to new
technologies in the chemical industry,
based on citations in patent filings.
The linkage of public funded science to
chemical patents is higher than in most
industries, at roughly six citations per
patent, and is increasing.

•

Shareholder value is significantly higher
(35-60%, on average) for chemical
companies with high quality patent
portfolios, based on citation impact,
innovation speed and links to scientific
literature.
Chemistry is the most enabling
science/technology;
it
underpins
technology development in every
industry.
Chemical technology is
unrivaled in its reach and enabling
capability for other manufacturing
industries.
The time frame from initial publicfunded basic research in chemistry to
commercial scale utilization is roughly
twenty years.

On the cusp of the nanotechnology
revolution and other game-changing
technologies,
chemical
science
and
technology can be expected to expand its
influence as an enabling force throughout
the economy. Already, findings from phase
I of this study show that funds invested in
R&D sooner rather than later enhance
profitability. However, the chemical
industry as well as other industries, still
faces the seemingly intractable time frame
from fundamental research to patented
invention. Reducing this time-span presents
the chemical industry with the opportunity
to enhance its competitive and prosperous
posture in the global marketplace and to
continue to be a primary enabler of all U.S.
innovation.

These results and the continued interest in
the value of chemical research led to a
follow-up study, titled “Measure for
Measure: Chemical R&D Powers the U.S.
Innovation Engine” (Phase II), which
addressed three specific questions:
a. Does the quality of a chemical
company’s patent portfolio correlate
with its financial success?
b. Is chemical research and technology
an enabling technology for other
industries, e.g., pharmaceuticals and
electronics?
c. What is the time required from
initial funding of scientific research
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The indicators:

Measure for Measure: Task 1



Prepared by:
Patrick Thomas and Michael Albert

Current Impact Index or CII: a measure
based on the frequency that a patent is
cited by subsequent patents.

For more specific accuracy the CII is divided
into two categories:

This examination addresses the question of
whether there is any correlation between the
patent holdings, or technology portfolios, of
chemical companies and their financial
performance. In essence this tells us whether
investing in high quality research and
development brings financial benefit to
chemical companies.
ipIQ’s (formerly CHI Research) Tech-Line
data-base was used for this analysis. The
database contains patents for all organizations
that have received 45 U.S. patents in the
previous five years. This report’s specific
focus is on all Tech-Line U.S. chemical
companies for each year between 1991 and
2001. There are 65 such companies.
To achieve comprehensive findings, the study
uses
several
indicators
of
financial
performance.
These include the internal
measures of revenue and profit and the stock
market indicators of market valuations and
stock price changes.

o

Internal CII: based solely on a
company’s citations from its own
patents to its own previous patents –
an internal process.

o

External CII: based on citations that
do not come from a company’s own
patents, but rather from patents
outside that company – an external
process. External CII reveals the
extent to which a company exerts
influence on the technologies
developed by other companies.



Science Linkage or SL: the average
number of citations a company’s patents
make to scientific papers provides a
measure of its links to scientific research.



Innovation Speed or IS: the median age of
patents cited by a company’s patents
indicate the speed of the company’s
innovation process.

Chemical company patents and patent
portfolios are the vehicles used to judge a
company’s technology.

This analysis sheds light on the difference
between the financial performances of
companies with strong versus weak
technology indicators.
Several financial
indicators were examined: market to book
value, stock price change, operating revenue,
and net income.

Patent citation analysis is culled from “prior
art” citations shown on the front page of
patents. Each patent application requires
historical listings of previous patents on which
the new patent builds but clearly advances in a
unique and novel way.
When a company’s patents receive many
repeated patent citations on new patent
applications, the cited technology can be
judged of high quality and value. There is a
strong, but not absolute, relationship between
citations and technological importance.

In each area, the relationship between a
chemical company’s different technology
indicators and a specific measure of financial
performance is examined. The accompanying
charts separate companies into two groups
based on their being above or below the
median for each technology indicator.

In the Task 1 analysis, three patent portfolio
indicators were used. Each indicator allowed
the assessment of a company’s patent portfolio
independent of the varying sizes of the
companies examined.
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Market to Book Value (MTB) is the
valuation placed on a company by the
stock market. High MTB indicates that

•

the stock market deems the firm to have
value that exceeds the value of assets on
its balance sheet.



Stock Price Changes are examined to
grasp the dynamic relationship of how a
company’s
technology
indicators
influence changes in the company’s stock
price over time, as opposed to at a
snapshot moment.

The three figures below illustrate the impact of
the four key indices on revenue growth, market
to book valuation, and stock price increases,
respectively.

Operating Revenues and Net Income
(profit)
are
internal
company
measurements that allow an examination
of the relationship between a company’s
technology – specifically investment in
high quality R&D – and future financial
benefits.

T wo year percentage change in operating revenue for chemical companies,
divided based on being above and below median on different technology indicators
8

Findings:

•

•

Chemical companies with highly cited
patents
have
stronger
financial
performance than companies with lower
impact patents.
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Chemical companies with high impact
patents also tend to have higher stock
market valuations, 35–60% higher on
average, and greater increases in stock
prices, operating revenues, and profits.

External CII
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SL

Market to Book values of chemical companies,
divided based on being above or below median values on different technology indicators
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Companies that invest in high quality
technology that continues to influence the
technological directions of the chemical
industry have the most favorable financial
performance.

It should be noted that the companies
building, in large part, on their own
technology tend to have greater future
increases in operating revenues.

2.5
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•

0

Chemical companies with strong patent
portfolios, building on their own
technology, and those with patents that
have strong impacts on other companies
have, on average, strong financial
performance.

CII

External CII

SL

IS

Average one-year stock price changes of chemical companies,
divided based on being above or below median values on different technology indicators
8
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•

Chemical companies with science linkage
as well as innovation speed have
favorable financial performance, however,
the link between these indicators and
positive
financial
performance
is
definitely weaker than the connection
between high impact patents and strong
financial performance.
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analysis, the cited patents are identified as
the “technology base”.

Measure for Measure: Task 2
Prepared by:
Michael B. Albert, Diana Hicks and Peter Kroll
Task 2 in the Phase II study verifies that
chemical technology is a pervasive force in US
innovation. While phase I of this study analyzed
patents technology-by-technology, it did not
provide the kind of evidence that would show the
true indisputability of chemical technology as an
enabling technology for other industries. In
Phase II, the focus was to look at patenting
technology by industry, thereby expanding our
understanding
of
chemical
technology’s
overarching role in the economy.



To measure base technology, it was divided
into three levels. Core Base Technology:
technology that accounts for at least 10
percent of citations from an industry’s
patents.
Important Base Technology:
technology that accounts for between one
and ten percent of citations from an
industry’s patents.
Irrelevant Base
Technology: technology that accounts for
less than one percent of citations from an
industry’s patents.



Analysis of cross-industry spillovers
represents another mechanism to gauge the
importance of chemical technology. This
approach looks at how many industries
utilize and build upon chemical technology.



Technology spillover is also divided into
three categories: high, medium, and low.
Low spillover into an industry indicates that
the cited industry accounts for less than one
percent of the citing industry’s citations,
medium spillover for 1-10 percent, and high
spillover for over 10 percent.



The final approach in Task 2 is to measure
chemistry’s importance as a science-base in
comparison to other sciences. Published
papers in scientific fields are cited from
patents in each industry. Counting these
direct citations quantifies yet another
indicator of how chemistry is used as an
enabling technology. Research papers are
categorized in 8 fields, depending on the
journal in which each has been published.
Cited papers are called the science base.

In the Task 2 analysis, the term chemical
technology
includes
chemicals,
plastics,
polymers, and rubber.
Task 2 was based on industry-by-industry
analysis of 477,000 U.S. patents granted between
1999-2001, and their front-page citations to
patents and science papers. For the study’s
purpose, industry is defined as a group of
companies belonging to only one industry. Out
of the 477,000 patents examined, 287,000 are
attributable to industry.
For purposes of
comparison in the study, fifteen industries
comprising 1,151 companies were used. They
represent 29 technologies.
Methodology:


Data analysis is by frequency, or how often
an industry patents in a particular
technology. Technologies are divided into
three categories:
Core, Important, and
Irrelevant.



Core technology accounts for at least 10
percent of an industry’s patents. Important
technology accounts for between 1 and 10
percent of an industry’s patents. Irrelevant
technology accounts for less than 1 percent
of an industry’s patents.



Findings:
•

In order to quantify the enabling capability
of chemical science and technology, the
prior art references of the patents were
examined. These are previous patents upon
which the new patent builds. In this
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Chemical technology is in the top three
technology areas of patenting in 9 of the 15
major industries examined as shown in
Figure 5.
No other technology is as
omnipresent in as many industries.

Figure 5
Chemical Technology is Among The Top
Three Patenting Areas in 9 Industries
0
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Semicond. & Electronics
Electrical Appliances
Telecommunications
Biotechnology
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Industrial Machinery & Tools
Pharmaceuticals

Figure 15
Chemical Industry Spillover Ranks Second
Only to Electrical & Electronics

Oil & Gas, Mining

•

The Chemical industry, with high spillover
into 6 industries, medium into 8, and low
into one, comes in a close second right
behind the Electrical and Electronics
industry, whose numbers indicate high
spillover into 7 industries and medium into
8. (see Figure 15)

Chemical technology is “Core” in 60 percent
(9) of the 15 industries, is “Important” in 40
percent (6), and is “Irrelevant” in none as
shown below.

Cited industry

Electrical &
Electron.

Chemicals, Plast., Polym., Rubber
Core
60%

Important
40%

Industry
Engrng., Oil Field Svcs.
Metals & Mechan.
Electrical & Electron.
Automotive
Computers & Semicond.
Telecommunications

(Irrelevant 0%)

•

Chemicals

Industry
Chemicals
Energy
Pharmaceuticals
Biotechnology
Food, Bev. & Tobacco
Health Care
Materials
Forest, Paper, Textiles
Instrument. & Optical

Figure 12 illustrates the comparisons with
other technologies. No other technology is
as prevalent and influential as chemical
technology in all industries. By contrast,
Computers and Peripherals is Important in 8
industries and Core in only 4.

Figure 12
Technology Base Across Industries: Again
Chemical Technology Ranks First
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Pharma

Chemistry again shows its significance by
being among the top three cited scientific
fields in 13 of the 15 industries, ranking first
even over physics, which is among the top
three in only 10 industries. (Figure 20)

•

Figure 20 also indicates the number of
industries in which each scientific field is
Core, Important, or Irrelevant.
Both
chemistry and biomedical research are Core
or Important across all industries, but
chemistry is Core in 11 industries, versus
biomedical research in 7.

•

With this information, it is easy to see that
chemistry
is
the
most
enabling
science/technology. Without the force of
chemistry in all its forms, the rate of
discovery and innovation for all industries
would be significantly diminished.

Electrical
Appl & Comp

Office
Equipment &
Cameras

Telecoms

•

Chemicals, Plast.,
Polym., Rubber

Misc.
Manufacturing

Computers &
Semicond.

or 9
industries

or 6
industries

Automotive

Measure for Measure: Task 3
Figure 20
Prepared by:
Peter Kroll

Science Base Across Industries: Chemistry
Ranks First
Scientific field

Biology

Engineering &
Tech

Earth & Space

Chemistry

Physics

To measure each development period of the
process to innovation, the Task was separated
into four stages. The total time required for each
of the four stages (T-1, T-2, T-3, T-4), when
combined, represents the average time for
supported chemical research to emerge as
innovation.

Clinical
Medicine

Mathematics

Task 3 used patents in two technology areas:
Chemicals and Plastics, Polymers, and Rubber.
The comprehensive term used for these two
technologies in Task 3 is chemical technology.

Small fields with <3% total citations

Definitions and Results:


The T – 1 period, which represents the time
from initial funding to the publication of
results in a science paper, breaks down into
two distinct categories: (Figure 9)
o

o

A – a median age of four years for
papers cited in chemical industry
patents
B – a median age of five years for
papers cited by public sector
patents

Figure 9 Time from Grant to Paper

Median Time Between Initial Funding of Grant and
Publication of Research Results in Paper*
6

*Grants by NIH and NSF, for papers cited in patents

5
4
Y e a rs

Biomedical
Research

Through bibliometric methodology, Task 3 has
measured the average length of time from the
fruition of a successful commercial innovation
back to the onset of the supported research.

3
2
1
0
Chemicals
Sector of Citing Patent
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Public

•


T-2 period, is the time from science paper
publication to citing patent grant date
(science-to-technology cycle time). The
results from this period are comprised of
two components, Chemical technology
patents cited by Chemical companies, which
are a median age of ten years, and cited
science papers, which have a median age of
eleven years, as shown in Figure 7.

Factoring in the T-4 period, the complete
cycle from initial funding of a research grant
to the technology’s emergence as
marketable product is 18 - 21 years as
illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Timeline from Conception
to Market

Figure 7 Age of Cited Prior Art
Median Age of Cited Prior Art
12

Cited Papers, T2
Cited Patents, T3

10

Years

8
6
4
2
0
Chemicals

•

Public

Sector of Citing Patent





T-3 period encompasses the time from
issuance of predecessor patent to the grant
date of new patent (technology cycle time).
The results indicate that public sector
Chemical technology patents build on
previous patents and science papers that are
almost two years more recent than for
Chemical industry patents, on an average of
8 and 9 years, respectively. This is also
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 12 Sectors Collaborate in Cited Papers

Collaboration Between Industry and Public Authors
Single Industry
Author
7%

T-4 time is portrayed in Figure 10 and
indicates that the average time from patent
issuance to scale-up for marketplace
commercialization is estimated to be at
least five years for significant innovations.

Industry-Public
Authors
7%

Findings:
•

As shown in Figure 12, 86% of the cited
science papers are published by
single
authors in the public sector, 7% by single
authors in industry, and the remaining 7%
are published by a combination of industry
and public sector authors in collaboration.
Thus, it is clear that the chemical industry
and the public sector rely on public research.

Single Public
Author
86%

The average time-cycle from the
fundamental research grant to the patented
invention is usually 13 – 16 years. (T-1
through T-3 periods)
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Macroeconomic Implications
The federal government spends just over $1
billion a year of R&D in round numbers on the
chemical sciences.
The chemical industry
“leverages” that government investment in basic
research with approximately $5 billion of its own
R&D spending. The CCR Phase I study showed
that for each dollar of chemical industry R&D
investment, the industry on average earned $2 in
increased operating income.
In 2005, researchers from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory working for the Chemical
Industry Technology Vision2020 group and the
Department of Energy completed a report
examining the macroeconomic impacts of
chemical industry income changes on GNP and
jobs using the REMI Policy Insight model. The
model predicted a GNP multiplier of 4.
Applying that multiplier to the incremental
industry operating income predicted in the Phase
I study would yield $40 billion in incremental
GNP, 600,000 new jobs and roughly $8 billion in
additional tax revenues each year, not a bad
return on the government’s $1 billion
investment.
Schematically, the implications look like this:

$5 B
Chemical
Industry
R&D
Funding

$10 B
Chemical
Industry
Operating
Income*

$1 B
Federal
R&D
Funding
In Chemical
Sciences

0.6 M
Jobs*

$40 B
GNP**

$8 B
Taxes**

Basis:
*estimated from CCR study
**extrapolated from LANL study by Thayer, et al., April
2005 using REMI economic model
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indicator being examined. It is structured to
show the relationship between technology
quality and revenues, profits, stock market
valuations, and stock market returns. The final
section of the report summarizes the results, and
provides a discussion of their implications for
chemical companies.

Phase II Task 1:
“The Links between the Quality of
Chemical Companies’ Technology and
their Financial Performance”
Prepared by:
Patrick Thomas and Michael Albert, ipIQ,
formerly CHI Research, Inc.

METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

This study is designed to examine the
relationship between chemical companies’
technology and their financial performance. In
the study, we use patents as a proxy for the
technology of these companies. Patents are
becoming increasingly important to commercial
organizations, both to secure internal
technological developments, and to generate
revenue from licensing initiatives. This is
especially true in technology intensive industries
such as chemicals.

CHI is pleased to present the results of its
analysis examining the links between the quality
of chemical companies’ science and technology
and their financial performance. The report
examines various measures of financial
performance, including internal measures such as
revenue and profit, and stock market measures
such as market valuations and stock price
changes. By relating these measures to different
characteristics of chemical companies’ science
and technology, we are able to highlight
relationships between technology quality and
financial performance.

Given the steady growth of the patent system and
the importance of managing intellectual
property, it has become increasingly important to
be able to analyze patent portfolios without
sifting through thousands of individual patent
documents. For this reason, a technique referred
to as patent citation analysis has been developed
to analyze statistically the quality and strength of
patent portfolios.

This phase of the CCR project is designed to
complement previous phases of the project, and
to contribute to its overall objective of
developing a greater understanding of the role of
chemical technology. Previous phases of the
CCR project have examined the relationship
between research and development expenditures
and operating revenues for chemical companies;
and how chemistry is an enabling technology – a
technology upon which many other technologies
build extensively. The current phase adds to
these studies by examining the financial benefits
of investing in high quality science and
technology.

Patent citation analysis is based on the prior art
citations that appear on the front page of patents.
When a patent is applied for, its inventor must
show that the invention is novel, useful, and nonobvious to someone with average expertise in the
same industry. To do so, the inventor will cite to
earlier patents, and explain why the new patent
improves on the earlier inventions. The patent
examiner may also add earlier inventions that
limit the scope of the new invention.

This report contains three main sections. In the
first of these, we outline the methodology used
in our analysis. This section includes a
description of the data employed, and the
indicators used to measure both technological
quality and financial performance. Also
described is the approach used to examine the
relationship between chemical companies’
technology quality and their financial
performance. The results of the analysis are
reported in the second main section of the report.
This section is divided according to the financial

Given that almost all patents cite to earlier
patents, it is possible to count up the citations a
patent receives from later patents. The
underlying principle in patent citation analysis is
that a highly cited patent (i.e. a patent that is
referred to by many subsequently issued
patents), is likely to contain technological
advances of particular importance that have led
to
numerous
subsequent
technological
improvements. It follows that a company whose

9

patent portfolio contains a large number of
highly cited patents is generating high quality
technology. Hence, one would expect that
companies whose patents are highly cited would
tend to be more successful innovators, and so
perform better in both commercial and capital
markets than companies whose patents are cited
less frequently.

for all organizations that have been issued at
least 45 U.S. patents in the previous five years.
There are currently around 1,800 of these
organizations worldwide. CHI has constructed
accurate organizational structures for each of
these organizations, to account for the over
30,000 different assignee names under which
they patent.

This does not mean that every important patent is
highly cited, or that every highly cited patent is
important. However, numerous validation studies
have shown the existence of a strong positive
relationship between citations and technological
importance. In a series of research papers, CHI
has shown that patent citations are related to
various measures of technological importance,
such as pioneering status, patent renewal
decisions, and peer review by scientists.

Our analysis in this report covers all US
chemical companies in the Tech-Line database
each year between 1991 and 2001. There are a
total of 65 such companies (including a small
number of energy companies with extensive
chemicals patent portfolios). Not all of these
companies are in the analysis in all years. Due to
the minimum patent threshold, some companies
are only in the analysis in more recent years.
Alternatively, a number of companies are only in
the analysis in the earlier years, because they
were subsequently taken over by another
company. The total number of companies
included in the analysis in each year is shown in
Table 1.

Data
There are a number of barriers that must be
overcome before using patent citation analysis to
evaluate companies’ technology. Perhaps the
most complex problem is that of matching patent
assignee names to individual companies.
Companies may patent under many different
names, including subsidiary names. It is also a
major challenge to account for company
mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures. In
addition, large numbers of patents are often
reassigned from one company to another, many
due to mergers and acquisitions. Hundreds of
thousands of reassigned patents therefore have to
be assigned as accurately as possible to the
company that currently owns them.

Table 1 – Number of companies included in
the analysis in each year
Year
Number of Companies in
Analysis

The analysis presented in this paper is based on
data taken extracted from CHI Research’s TechLine® database. This database contains patents

1991
1992
1993

42
43
44

1994
1995

44
47

1996
1997
1998

44
49
47

1999
2000

42
40

2001

41

Indicators
The Tech-Line database does not only contain
patent lists for each company. It also contains
various quantitative indicators that measure
different characteristics of companies’ patent
portfolios. In this analysis, we used a number of
these indicators to examine the relationship
between chemical companies’ technology and
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their financial performance. In addition, we
constructed a new set of indicators that measure
chemical companies’ links to the science and
technology produced by public organizations.
These indicators were developed to enable us to
examine the relationship between chemical
companies’ links to public organizations and
their financial performance.

how frequently the previous five years of a
company’s patents are cited by patents issued in
most recent year, relative to all US patents. The
CII is a synchronous indicator, and moves with
the current year, looking back five years. As a
result, when a company’s patents from recent
years start to drop in impact, this is reflected by a
decline in the current year’s CII.

A number of companies in our analysis have
relatively small numbers of patents, and barely
meet the minimum threshold for inclusion in the
Tech-Line database. As a result, their technology
indicators are based on relatively small numbers
of patents. These indicators can therefore vary
widely across years, and be skewed heavily by
one or two unusual patents. Since our purpose is
to examine the relationship between companies’
investment in high quality research and
development and their future financial
performance, it is useful to reduce the effect of
short-term fluctuations in technology indicators.
To achieve this, we used three year moving
averages for each of the indicators. For example,
to calculate a Science Linkage indicator for a
company at the end of 1995, we took the mean of
its Science Linkage values in 1993, 1994 and
1995.

The CII can be split into two components –
Internal CII and External CII. Internal CII is
based solely on citations from a company’s
patents to its own earlier patents. It is therefore a
measure of the extent to which a company builds
on its own technology. External CII is based on
citations that do not come from the same
company’s patents. By eliminating these selfcitations, the External CII provides a measure of
the extent to which a company is influencing the
technologies developed by other companies.
Science Linkage (SL): Science Linkage is a
measure of the extent to which a company’s
technology builds upon cutting-edge scientific
research. It is calculated based on the average
number of references on a company’s patents to
scientific papers, as distinct from references to
previous patents. Companies whose patents cite
a large number of scientific papers are assumed
to be working closely with the latest scientific
developments.

Patent Indicators
As noted above, there are a number of patent
indicators in the Tech-Line database. We used
three of these indicators in this analysis, and
these indicators are described below. One
indicator we did not use is the number of patents.
The chemical companies in our analysis are of
vastly different sizes, and the size of patent
portfolios is closely related to company size. By
including the number of patents in the analysis,
we would simply be examining the impact of
company size upon financial performance, rather
than the quality of companies’ technology. The
three patent indicators we used are all sizeindependent, in that they have no inherent bias
towards larger or smaller patent portfolios. Their
purpose is to measure the quality of companies’
patent portfolios without reference to their size.
The three patent indicators used in the analysis
are:

Innovation Speed (IS): In general, companies
that are innovating rapidly tend to be more
successful in product development than
companies relying on older technologies. This
leads to another citation indicator, the Innovation
Speed (IS). Innovation Speed is a measure of the
median age of the US patents cited on the front
page of a company’s patents. A tendency to cite
older patents is an indication that a company
utilizes older technology. The average
Innovation Speed is as short as three or four
years in rapidly evolving industries, such as
electronics, and as long as fifteen years in
industries that change more slowly, such as
shipbuilding.
Indicators of Links to Public Science and
Technology
As part of this report, we analyzed whether the
financial performance of companies is related to
their links to publicly funded science and

Current Impact Index (CII): The CII shows
the impact of a company’s patents on the latest
technological developments. It is a measure of
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number of companies included in the analysis of
the relationship between companies’ links to
public science and their financial performance.
The results of this part of the analysis should
therefore be approached with care.

technology. In this analysis, we used scientific
papers as a proxy for science, and patents as a
proxy for technology.
In order to carry out this analysis, we first had to
define what we mean by publicly funded papers
and patents. In this analysis, these designations
are based on the organization producing a
particular paper or patent. For the purposes of the
analysis ‘public’ organizations are defined as
organizations that are not commercial
enterprises. These include universities and
colleges,
medical
schools,
non-profit
organizations, and state and federal government
agencies, including Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers (FFRDCs).

Public patents are defined as patents that have at
least one assignee among the same list of public
organizations. The assignee is the individual or
organization that owns, either fully or partially,
the rights to a particular patent. CHI maintains a
database containing all of the assignee names
that represent public organizations. This database
includes
variant
names
for
different
organizations, including the names of their
constituent parts. Using this database, we were
able to determine which patents cited by
chemical companies are assigned, either wholly
or partially, to public organizations.

Public papers are defined as papers that have at
least one author whose institutional affiliation, as
listed on the paper, is among the set of public
organizations outlined above. CHI maintains a
database containing a sub-set of published
papers. This database contains all papers with at
least one author with an affiliation to a US
organization, either public or private. Further, the
database is restricted to papers cited by at least
one US patent in the ten years following their
date of publication.

We identified all patents cited by patents
assigned to each of the chemical companies
included in our analysis. For each company, we
then determined what percentage of these cited
patents are assigned to public organizations. We
carried out the same analysis with regard to
patents citing to patents owned by the chemical
companies. Again, we calculated the percentage
of these citing patents that are assigned to public
organizations. Companies with stronger citation
links to public organizations are assumed to be
working more closely with the technology
produced by these organizations.

We used this database to examine chemical
companies’ links to public scientific papers. Our
analysis therefore examines the citation links
between chemical companies and papers with at
least one US author from a US organization. For
each company, we calculated what percentage of
the papers they cite are from public
organizations, and what percentage is produced
by private institutions. Companies that cite a
high percentage of papers from public
organizations are assumed to be building on
public science and technology to a greater extent
than companies citing mainly papers from
commercial organizations.

Relating Technology Indicators to Financial
Performance
The primary purpose of this report is to examine
the relationship between companies’ investment
in high quality research and development and
their performance on various financial indicators.
Due to the relatively small number of companies
in the analysis, we were restricted in the analyses
we could implement. The approach we used was
designed to add robustness to the analysis, while
still providing insights into differences between
the financial performance of companies with
stronger and weaker technology indicators.

It should be noted that chemical companies do
not cite scientific papers as frequently as
companies in some other industries, such as
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology. As a result,
not all companies in the analysis cite enough
papers to make it possible to produce a robust
calculation of the percentage of these papers are
authored by public organizations. We restricted
our analysis to companies that cite a minimum of
10 papers in a particular year. This reduces the

This approach involved three stages, as outlined
below. The stages are the same for each
technology indicator and, to simplify the
description of them, we use the example of the
Current Impact Index (CII):
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1.

2.

analysis, and describes what is meant by the
above and below median groups for each
indicator.

In each year, we divided companies into
two groups – those with a CII value
above the median value, and those with
a CII value below the median. For
example, in 1991, companies are
divided into two groups according to
whether their CII at this point is above
or below the median.

Table 2 – Technology indicators included in
the analysis

The results from all years are combined
into a single data set. This produces two
sets of companies – those with CII
values above and below the median at a
given point in time. There were 241
companies in each of these groups (an
average of around 22 companies in each
group from each of the eleven years
included in the analysis).

Above Median
Group

CII

Higher impact
patents
Companies
build
extensively on
their own
technology
Companies
have stronger
impact on other
companies’
technology

Internal CII

External
CII

It is possible for companies to appear in
both groups at different points in time.
For example, a company may have a
CII above the median in 1994, but
below the median in 1998. It will
therefore form part of the above median
group in 1994, but will be part of the
below median group in 1998.
3.

Technology
Indicator

Science
Linkage
Innovation
Speed
Cites to
Public
Patents

Having constructed the two groups
(above and below median CII) we
examined whether are differences
between these two groups in terms of
their mean (i.e. average) financial and
stock
market
performance.
We
examined a variety of financial
indicators, including operating revenue,
net income, market to book value, and
stock price change.

Cites from
Public
Patents

Cites to
Public
Papers

We measured these financial indicators
contemporaneously with the technology
indicators, and also one, two and three
years in the future. This helps to
determine whether there are any time
lags evident in the relationship between
technology indicators and financial
performance.

Stronger links
to science
Faster
innovation
Higher
percentage of
cited patents are
assigned to
public
organizations
Higher
percentage of
citing patents
are assigned to
public
organizations
Higher
percentage of
cited papers are
authored by
public
organizations

Below
Median
Group
Lower impact
patents
Companies do
not build
extensively on
their own
technology
Companies
have weaker
impact on
other
companies’
technology
Weaker links
to science
Slower
innovation
Lower
percentage of
cited patents
are assigned to
public
organizations
Lower
percentage of
citing patents
are assigned to
public
organizations
Lower
percentage of
cited papers
are authored
by public
organizations

RESULTS
The results of our analysis are presented in four
sections. Each section examines the relationship
between the different technology indicators and a
particular measure of financial performance. The
charts used in each section are similar. These

The same process was used for each of the
technology indicators, with companies divided
according to whether they are above or below the
median for a particular indicator at a given point
in time. Table 2 lists the indicators used in the
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a strong impact on other companies tend to have
higher valuations in the stock market.

charts divide the companies into two groups
based on being above or below the median for
each technology indicator. For each group, the
average (mean) for a particular financial
indicator, such as stock market valuation, is
shown. This reveals whether companies above
the median for a particular patent indicator
perform better or worse in financial terms than
those companies below the median.

Figure 1a reveals similar results for Science
Linkage and Innovation Speed indicators.
Companies with above-median values for each
of these indicators have higher average market to
book values than companies with below-median
values. This suggests that chemical companies
Figure 1a
Market to Book values of chemical companies divided according to whether they are above
or below median values on different technology indicators

Market to Book Values
4

The first financial indicator we examined was
companies’ market to book (MTB) value. The
MTB measures the relationship between the
Market Value of a company (Share Price x
Number of Shares Outstanding) and its Book
Value (the value of the net assets on its balance
sheet). For example, if a company has a Book
Value of $10 million, and has 5 million
outstanding shares priced at $4 each, it has an
MTB of two ($20 million/$10 million). The
MTB is a measure of the valuation placed on a
company by the stock market. A high MTB
shows a company that the stock market believes
has a value over and above the value of the
assets on its balance sheet.

Above Median

3.5

Below Median

Difference

3

Market to Book Value

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5

External Curr. Current Impact
Imp. Index
Index

Science
Linkage

Innovation
Speed

Internal Curr.
Cites from
Cites to Public Cites to Public
Imp. Index
Public Patents
Patents
Papers

-1

that innovate quickly, and have close links to
scientific research, tend to have higher stock
market valuations than companies with slower
innovation and lesser links to science. However,
the difference between the two groups is not as
great as that discovered for the CII indicator.

Figure 1a shows the market to book values of
chemical companies, divided according to
whether they are above or below the median on
different technology indicators. This figure
reveals that companies with Current Impact
index values above the median at a given point in
time have a mean market to book value of just
below 3.5. This is much higher than the average
market to book of 2.6 for companies below the
median in terms of CII. This suggests that
companies with high impact patents also tend to
have higher stock market valuations.

The results with regard to links to public science
are less clear. Figure 1a shows that there is little
difference in the average market to book values
of chemical companies with extensive links to
public science and technology, and those
companies with fewer such links. Indeed,
companies that cite public patents and papers
more than average tend to have slightly lower
market to book values. This result suggests that
there is no direct link between companies
building on public science and technology and
their financial performance.

We split the CII into internal (self-citing by
companies) and external (citing by other
companies) components. Figure 1a shows that
companies with high External CII values have
much higher average market to book values than
companies below the median for this indicator.
This suggests that companies whose patents have
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Figures 1b, 1c and 1d also show the relationship
between chemical companies’ technology
Figure 1b
Market to Book values (one year ahead) of chemical companies divided according to whether
they are above or below median values on different technology indicators
4

Above Median

3.5

Below Median

These graphs all show similar results to Figure
1a. In each case, companies above the median in
CII, Science Linkage and Innovation Speed have
higher average market to book values than
companies that are below the median on these
indicators. The results with respect to links to
public science are again less clear. Companies
with extensive links to publicly funded patents
and papers do not appear to have higher stock
market valuations than companies with weaker
links to public science.

Difference

Market to Book Value 1 year ahead

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5

Science
Linkage

Innovation
Speed

Internal Curr. Current Impact External Curr.
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Index
Imp. Index Public Patents
Papers
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Having examined the relationship between
individual technology indicators and stock
market valuations, we then combined the
technology indicators to evaluate whether this
would result in stronger relationships. Figure 2
shows the results of combining the two
technology indicators with the strongest links
with stock market valuations – Current Impact
Index and Science Linkage. In this figure,
companies are divided into four groups
according to whether they are above or below the
median for both CII and SL. The figure reveals
that companies above the median for both
indicators have an average market to book value
of 3.7. This is almost 50% higher than the
average market to book value of 2.5 for
companies below the median on both indicators.
Companies above the median on one indicator
but below the median on the other have average
market to book values that fall between these
two endpoints.

indicators and their market to book values.
However, instead of the y-axes showing the
market to book values at the same point in time
as the technology indicators, they show market
to book values one year ahead (Figure 1b), two
years ahead (Figure 1c) and three years ahead
(Figure 1d). This is designed to reveal whether
the results change when a time lag is introduced
between the technology indicators and market to
book values.
Figure 1c
Market to Book values (2 years ahead) of chemical companies divided according to whether
they are above or below median values on different technology indicators
4.5

Above Median

4

Below Median

Difference

Market to Book Value 2 years ahead

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

Figure 2 also shows that this pattern is similar if
future stock market valuations are analyzed.
Again, companies with above-median CII and
SL values have the highest market to book
valuations. These valuations are much higher
than those of companies whose CII and SL
values are below the median. This result suggests
that companies with more than one strong patent
indicator are particularly likely to have a higher
market to book valuation.
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Figure 1d
Market to Book values (3 years ahead) of chemical companies divided according to whether
they are above or below median values on different technology indicators
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Stock Price Changes
The previous section examines the relationship
between technology indicators and the stock
market valuations of chemical companies. These
valuations are static, in that they reflect stock
market sentiment at single points in time. It is
also interesting to examine how technology
indicators are related to how this stock market
sentiment changes over time. To study this, we
analyzed the relationship between technology
indicators and changes in stock prices over time.

Figure 2
Market to Book (MTB) values for chemical companies divided according to whether they are
above or below median for Current Impact Index and Science Linkage
6

5

High Curr. Imp. Index - High Science Linkage

High Curr. Imp. Index - Low Science Linkage

Low Curr. Imp. Index - High Science Linkage

Low Curr. Imp. Index - Low Science Linkage

Market to Book Values

4

3

2

Figure 4a shows the relationship between
technology indicators and stock price changes
one year later. For example, we related
technology indicators for the end of 1995 to
stock price changes from the end of 1995 to the
end of 1996. Again companies are divided into
two groups, depending on whether they are
above or below the median for different
technology indicators at a given point in time.

1

0

MTB

MTB +1year

MTB +2years

MTB +3years

Figure 3 supports this finding. This figure shows
two groups of companies – those above the
median for Current Impact Index, Science
Linkage and Innovation Speed, and those below
the median for all three of these technology
indicators. This figure shows that the former
group of companies had an average market to
book value of 3.85, while the average for the
latter group was 2.4. This difference remains
relatively constant even after time lags are
introduced to map technology indicators against
future market to book valuations.

Figure 4a
Average one-year stock price changes of chemical companies divided according to whether
they are above or below median values on different technology indicators
10

Above Median

Below Median

Difference

Average Stock Pice Change (%)
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Figure 3
Market to Book (MTB) values for chemical companies divided according to whether they are
above or below median for Current Impact Index, Innovation Speed and Science Linkage
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Market to Book Values

4

This figure shows that companies with a CII
above the median at a given point in time have
an average stock price increase of almost 7.5% in
the following year. Meanwhile, companies with
a CII below the median experience average stock
price increases of just over 4%. Hence, on
average, companies above the median in CII
enjoy stock price increases almost twice as high
as companies whose CII is below the median.
The difference between the above and below
median groups is even stronger with regards to

3

2

1

0

MTB

MTB +1year

MTB +2years

MTB +3years
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20

Internal CII (the portion of the CII that results
from a company citing its own patents). The
above median group has an average stock price
increase of almost 8%, compared to less than 4%
for the below median group.

High Curr. Imp. Index - High Science Linkage

High Curr. Imp. Index - Low Science Linkage
15
Stock Price Changes (%)

Low Curr. Imp. Index - High Science Linkage

Companies above the median in Innovation
Speed and Science Linkage also had higher
average stock price increases than companies
below the median for these indicators. However,
the differences were relatively small, suggesting
that these two indicators were not strongly
related to stock market performance. Links to
publicly funded science and technology also
proved not to be strongly related to stock market
performance.

0

Price Change 1yr

Operating Revenues
The previous two sections of this report examine
the relationship between technology indicators
and stock market valuations and performance.
We also analyzed the relationship between
technology indicators and internal measures of
financial performance. The financial measures
we examined were operating revenue and net
income.
In studying the relationship between technology
indicators and operating revenue, an analysis of
static operating revenue figures is of little value.
Large companies have higher revenues than
smaller companies, irrespective of the quality of
their R&D. It is more interesting to examine the
relationship between technology indicators and
changes in operating revenue over time, since
these changes can be observed across companies
of different sizes. We therefore related
technology indicators at given points in time to
changes in operating revenue one and two years
later. It should be noted that this does not mean
we are claiming a direct causal relationship
between a particular set of patents and future
revenues. Rather, we are examining how
investing in high quality R&D over a period of
time can have future financial benefits.

20
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Price Change 2yr

higher average stock price return than companies
below the median for CII. This finding is not
affected by whether companies have a high or
low SL value. This supports the finding reported
above that CII is particularly strongly related to
stock price changes, while SL has a much
weaker relationship with stock price changes.

Figure 4b
Average two-year stock price changes of chemical companies divided according to whether
they are above or below median values on different technology indicators

Below Median

Low Curr. Imp. Index - Low Science Linkage
10

5

The results are similar if the period over which
stock price changes are measured is increased
from one year to two years. Figure 4b shows that
companies with CII values above the median
have an average two year return of 16%. This
compares favorably with the return of less than
10% for companies whose CII is below the
median. Again, Internal CII is particularly
strongly related to stock price changes. There
appears to be little relationship between
Innovation Speed or Science Linkage and twoyear stock price movements. In addition, there is
no consistent relationship between links to public
science and technology and two-year stock price

Above Median

Figure 5
Average stock price changes for chemical companies divided according to whether they are
above or below median for Current Impact Index and Science Linkage

Cites to Public Cites to Public
Papers
Patents

-5

movements.
Figure 5 shows one and two year stock price
changes of companies divided according to
whether they are above or below the median for
both CII and SL. This figure shows that
companies above the median for CII have a

Figure 6a shows the relationship between
technology indicators and one year changes in
operating revenue. For example, technology
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indicators for the end of 1995 are mapped
against changes in operating revenue between
the end of 1995 and the end of 1996. This figure
shows that companies with a CII value above the
median at a given point in time have an average
increase in operating revenue of 3.5% one year
later. This compares favorably with the 2.1%
increase experienced by companies with a CII
value below the median.

The same is not true when companies are divided
based on internal and external CII. The fall in
operating revenues associated with Group 1
reduces the average percentage change for the
above median internal CII group, since Group 1
companies have a high internal CII. Meanwhile
Group 2 contributes to the above median external
CII group, thus reducing the average percentage
change for this group.

The differences between the above and below
median groups based on Internal and External

Not only are the average percentage changes for
the above median internal/external CII groups
adversely affected by Group 1 and Group 2. The
below median groups experience higher average
changes, since the reductions in revenue
associated with Group 1 do not contribute to the
below median internal CII group, and Group 2
companies do not contribute to the below median
external CII group.

Figure 6a
One year percentage change in operating revenue for chemical companies divided based on
whether they are above or below median on different technology indicators
5
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Below Median

Difference

% Change in Operating Revenue
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This helps to explain the result shown in Figure
6a, where the difference between the above and
below median groups according to overall CII is
greater than the differences based on both
internal and external CII.
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With reference to Innovation Speed, companies
that innovate faster than the median have an
average one-year increase in operating revenue
of 3.2%. Meanwhile, companies that innovate
slower than the median have an average increase
of 2.4%. Although this difference is smaller than
that for CII, it still suggests that faster innovation
is related to increases in operating revenues. The
same cannot be said for Science Linkage. The
average change in operating revenue is similar
for companies above the median for Science
Linkage, and those below median for this
indicator.

-3

CII are both smaller than the differences based
on overall CII. This seemingly anomalous result
occurs because of companies that are above the
median for Internal CII and below the median for
External CII, or vice versa. The most notable
example of this involves the two groups of
companies that have these characteristics, and
are below the median for overall CII:
Group 1 - below median CII, above median
internal CII, below median external CII
Group 2 - below median CII, below median
internal CII, above median external CII

In terms of links to public science and
technology, the results are mixed. Companies
that cite large numbers of scientific papers
authored by public organizations tend to enjoy
higher increases in revenue. The same is true of
companies whose patents are cited frequently by
patents assigned to public organizations.
However, companies whose patents cite
frequently to patents assigned to public
organizations tend to have much lower increases
in operating revenue.

On average, these two groups of companies
experience a reduction in operating revenues of
4-6%.
Both Group 1 and Group 2 fall into the below
median overall CII group. The fall in operating
revenue for Group 1 and Group 2 thus reduces
the average increase in operating revenues for
companies below the median for overall CII.
There is no reduction in the average for
companies above the median for overall CII.

If the time period over which changes in
operating revenue are measured is increased
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building on public technology and increases in
their revenues.

from one year to two years, the results remain
similar, as shown in Figure 6b. Companies with
CII values above the median have an average
two-year increase in operating revenue of 7%
compared to 4.3% for companies whose CII is
below the median. The internal component of the
CII has a particularly important role in this
difference. This suggests that companies
building extensively on their own technology
tend to have greater future increases in operating
revenue.

Net Income
We examined the relationship between
technology indicators and changes in chemical
companies’ net income (often referred to as
profit). As in previous sections of the analysis,
we divided companies into two groups according
to whether they were above or below the median
for different technology indicators at a given
point in time. However, we used a different
approach to evaluate differences between these
two groups in terms of changes in net income.

Figure 6b
Two year percentage change in operating revenue for chemical companies divided based on
whether they are above or below median values on different technology indicators
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In percentage terms, net income can change
greatly over a short period of time. For example,
a company could earn $10 million one year, and
$50 million the next. This represents a 400%
increase in net income. Changes in net income of
this magnitude are not uncommon. The average
(mean) change in net income for a group of
companies could therefore be skewed by one or
two extreme cases.
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We therefore decided not to analyze the mean
change in net income for the above and below
median groups of companies (an approach that
would have mirrored that used to study market to
book, stock prices and operating revenues).
Instead, we calculated the percentage of above
and below median companies that experienced
an increase in net income one and two years
later.

-6

The results for Innovation Speed and Science
Linkage are similar to each other. In both cases,
companies above the median have an average
two-year increase in operating revenue of just
over 6%. Meanwhile, companies below the
median have an average increase of just below
5%. Hence, companies that innovate quickly and
have extensive links to science tend to have
slightly higher future revenues. However, the
differences in revenue changes between the
above and below median groups for Innovation
Speed and Science Linkage are lower than the
difference based on companies being divided
according to their CII values. This reinforces the
finding that, among the different technology
indicators, CII has the strongest relationship with
financial performance.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table
3. The left half of this table is based on one year
changes in net income, while the right half is
based on two year changes in net income. This
table shows that 56% of companies with a CII
value above the median at a given point in time
had an increase in net income one year later. The
other 44% of companies in this group
experienced a one year decrease in net income.
Hence, well over half the companies with CII
values above the median had increases in net
income. The opposite is true of companies with
CII values below the median. As Table 3 shows,
only 42% of companies with a CII below the
median had an increase in net income one year
later. The other 58% of companies in this group
experienced a fall in net income.

The results with regard to links to public science
and technology are again mixed. It is notable that
companies that build extensively on patents
assigned to public organizations tend to have
lower increases in operating revenue. This
finding is the same as that discovered for oneyear changes in operating revenues. It suggests
that there is no direct link between companies
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median for CII at a given point in time
experience an increase in net income two years
later. This is compared to only 40% of
companies with CII values below the median.
The weaker relationship between Innovation
Speed and one year net income change
disappears almost completely with regard to two
year changes in net income. Meanwhile, the
negative relationship between Science Linkage
and net income change remains after two years.
There is also little evidence to suggest that links
to public science and technology are linked to
increased profitability. While companies that cite
public papers are more likely to have increased
net income, those that cite public patents are less
likely to do so.

Companies with Innovation Speed values faster
than the median are also slightly more likely to
experience increased net income than companies
whose Innovation Speed is slower than the
median. Over 51% of the former group
experienced a one-year increase in net income,
compared to 47% of the latter group. The
difference between these percentages is much
smaller than that between the above and below
median CII groups. This suggests that the
relationship between Innovation Speed and
changes in net income is weaker than that
between patent impact and net income changes.
Table 3 – The relationship between chemical
company technology indicators and changes
in net income

Current Impact
Index (CII)
External CII
Internal CII
Innovation Speed
Science Linkage
Cites to Public
Patents
Cites from Public
Patents
Cites to Public
Papers

% of Companies with Increased
Net Income One Year Ahead
Above Median
Below Median
56.0%
42.6%

% of Companies with Increased Net
Income Two Years Ahead
Above Median
Below Median
58.9%
40.0%

50.8%
53.7%
51.6%
46.9%
47.4%

47.4%
45.3%
46.9%
50.8%
51.4%

53.3%
49.1%
50.6%
44.5%
45.2%

45.6%
49.7%
49.2%
54.5%
54.7%

48.2%

50.5%

51.4%

53.8%

48.9%

52.1%

55.4%

44.4%

CONCLUSIONS
With reference to Science Linkage, companies
below the median have a higher likelihood of
experiencing increases in net income. Hence,
increased links to science do not appear to result
in improvements in companies’ profitability. The
same finding is true for links to public science
and technology. The percentage of companies
experiencing increases in net income did not
differ greatly between the above and below
median groups based on cites to and from public
patents, and cites to public papers.

This report presents the results of our analysis of
the relationship between different aspects of
chemical companies’ technology portfolios and
their financial success. We examined a range of
technology indicators, including patent impact,
links to scientific research, innovation speed, and
links to science and technology produced by
public organizations. We also examined a range
of measures of financial performance, including
stock market valuations, changes in stock prices,
changes in operating revenue and changes in
company profits.

The results for two year changes in net income
are shown in the right half of Table 3. The results
are largely similar to those for one year net
income changes. Current Impact Index again has
the strongest relationship with net income
changes. Almost 60 % of companies above the

The results of our analysis show that, on average,
companies with high impact (i.e. highly cited)
patents have stronger financial performance than
companies with lower impact patents.
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Companies in the former group tend to have
higher stock market valuations and larger
increases in stock prices, operating revenues and
net income. This result is similar for companies
that build extensively on their own technology,
and companies whose patents have a strong
impact on other companies.

these companies’ patents on later technological
developments that is particularly closely linked
to financial performance. This suggests that
companies investing in high quality technology
that influences the technological direction of the
chemical industry tend to be more successful in
terms of financial performance.

Given the consistent positive relationship
between high impact patents and financial
performance, it may be interesting to know
which are the most highly cited patents assigned
to the companies included in the analysis.
Appendix 1 contains a list of the 197 chemicals
patents assigned to the companies in the analysis
that have been cited by at least 50 subsequent
patents. These 197 patents may be regarded as
important patents that have had a strong impact
on later technological developments. Thirty
different companies have at least one patent in
this list. The companies with the largest number
of patents in the list are DuPont, Exxon, Dow,
and Procter & Gamble.

The results with regard to chemical companies’
links public science and technology and their
financial performance are less clear. We did not
find a consistent relationship between extensive
citation links to public science and improved
financial performance. However, this finding
may be a reflection of the shortcomings of using
direct citation links to analyze the links between
companies’ technology and public science. By
their nature, direct citation links do not capture
cases where companies build on public science
indirectly. For example, basic science supported
by public organizations may form the basis for a
variety of important advances in the chemical
industry. Chemical companies may build on this
basic science in some way. However, because
the science has become so widely accepted, there
is no requirement for the companies to cite the
original papers introducing it. Direct citation
links may not therefore capture the complexity of
the relationship between public science and
corporate technology, and a more nuanced
analysis may be necessary to study this
relationship

The relationships between the Science Linkage
and Innovation Speed indicators and financial
performance are also generally positive, although
they are much weaker than the relationship
between
patent
impact
and
financial
performance. Chemical companies that innovate
quickly and build extensively on scientific
research thus tend to produce slightly better
financial results. However, it is the impact of
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major technology areas, as well as to non-U.S.-origin
chemical technology patents. Based on a set of
patent activity and patent citation indicators, in Phase
I we found that:

Phase II Task 2
“Chemistry: the Enabling Science /
Technology”
Prepared by: Michael B. Albert, Diana Hicks and
Peter Kroll, ipIQ, formerly CHI Research, Inc.

•

Overall, chemical technology patenting is
growing, but has grown relatively slowly,
compared to other technologies, such as life
sciences and information technology
(Figure 1).

INTRODUCTION
CHI Research is pleased to report here the
completion of the Phase II task that directly addresses
the following question: Is chemistry of significance
in enabling technological advances across many
industries? It turns out that the answer to the
question is an emphatic “yes.” The quantitative data
on breadth and depth of applicability across all
industries show that chemistry is the enabling science
and technology. More so than any other science /
technology we find that:

•

•

18%

16,000

16%

14,000

14%

12,000

12%

10,000

10%

# of Chemical Technology

Grant Year

Cross-industry technology spillovers are
highest from the electrical industry and the
chemical industry comes in a close second.
The evidence is in industry-to-industry
patent citation counts; patents granted to
companies in all industries build on patents
granted to electrical industry and chemical
industry companies.
Finally, chemistry is an important part of the
science base of all industries. The evidence
is found in patent-to-paper citations; patents
granted to companies in all industries cite
chemistry papers as prior art.

This study follows on from Phase I, completed in
November 2000, where we compared U.S.-origin
chemical technology U.S. patents to those in other
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•

The impact of U.S.-invented chemical
technology patenting has risen steadily, in
contrast to the declining impact of Japaneseinvented chemical technology patents and
the steady but relatively low impact of
German-invented chemical patents.

•

U.S. chemical technology patents cite much
more heavily to scientific research papers
than any other U.S. technology except for
life sciences, and most of the scientific
papers cited by chemical technology patents
are funded out of the public sector.

•

For chemical technology, aside from
contributing most to its own technology, the
area it contributes to the most is life
sciences, where close to 20 percent of the
patents cite to at least one chemical
technology patent. On the other hand, the
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The underpinning of all industries’
technology relies on chemical technology.
The evidence is found in industry-totechnology patent citations, that is, the
degree to which the patents generated in
each industry build on chemical technology
as prior art.

% of all US Patents

% of Patents

All industries create chemical technology.
The evidence is seen in the patenting
activity within each industry; there is
significant chemical technology patenting
going on in all industries.

18,000
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83

•

Chemical Patent Share is Declining

# of Patents

•

Figure 1

assigned to more than one parent organization, we
only use the first-given assignee name on co-assigned
patents, in order to insure that no patent appears in
more than one industry portfolio.

contribution of chemical technology to other
technologies is considerably lower.
While Phase I showed some indication of chemistry
as an enabling science / technology, we realized that
it was only telling part of the story. Because in Phase
I we only looked at patenting technology by
technology, and not by industry, we were not able to
capture the richness of chemistry’s contribution to
different industries. But this is exactly what we are
able to do in Phase II.

Figure 2
The 15 Industries (1151 companies)

















The balance of this report is organized as follows: In
the next section we summarize the main points of our
methodology. Then, in the sections that follow, we
report in turn findings for four different industrybased approaches to the question of the enabling role
of chemistry:
1. Is chemical technology created by
many industries?
2. Is
chemical
technology
a
significant part of the technology
base upon which new technology is
created in many industries?
3. Is the chemical industry the source
of
significant
technological
spillover to many other industries?
4. Is chemistry a significant part of
the science base upon which new
technology is created in many
industries?

Automotive* (90)
Biotechnology* (41)
Chemicals* (143)
Computers & Semiconductors* (164)
Electrical & Electronics* (116)
Energy (34)
Engineering, Oil Field Services (5)
Food, Beverage & Tobacco* (28)
Forest, Paper, Textiles* (37)
Health Care (78)
Instruments & Optical (49)
Materials (24)
Metals & Mechanical (238)
Pharmaceuticals* (58)
Telecommunications* (46)

* - denotes names that are very similar to the
names of a technology
In the figure, the number of companies in each
industry is shown in parentheses beside the industry
name; for example, 143 companies make up the
chemical industry. In total, 1,151 U.S. and foreign
industrial “parent” companies make up the 15
industries. These companies and their industry
assignments are taken from CHI Research’s TechLine® data product and database. In Tech-Line, CHI
Research currently provides patent profiles for over
1,700 parent organizations that have received the
most U.S. patents over the past five years. The 1,151
industrial companies included in this study are those
that remain after eliminating approximately 600
organizations that are government agencies,
universities or research institutes, plus a small
number of companies in two hard-to-define industry
groups we chose to exclude from this study:
conglomerates and miscellaneous.

METHODOLOGY
This study is based on industry-by-industry analysis
of 487,000 1999-2001 granted U.S. patents and their
front page citations to patents and papers. The four
approaches examine, industry-by-industry, how these
patents are distributed across technologies, and how
their prior art citations are distributed by cited patent
technology, by cited patent industry and by cited
scientific paper field.
Industries: Two important and distinct concepts in
this study are “industries” and “technologies.” First,
we are analyzing the patent portfolios of 15
industries, which are listed in Figure 2. We define
an industry as a grouping of companies, each of
which is a member of one, and only one, industry,
and the patent portfolio of an industry is the
combination of all the portfolios of the member
companies in that industry. Since a very small
percentage (~1 percent) of all assigned patents are co-

In Tech-Line we also designate a primary “industry
group” for each parent company, based on a variety
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of sources such as industrial directories, company
web pages, and reported primary Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) data.
This industry group
designation is used here to place each company in an
industry. 1

Figure 3
The 29 Technologies

Technologies: The second concept concerns
technologies.
A technology is a way of
characterizing patents by the art of their inventions,
which is something quite different from
characterizing the patents by the nature of the
companies that own them. IBM, a computer industry
company, owns patents in many technology areas,
not only the obvious ones such as computers and
semiconductors, but also less obvious technologies
such as food, biotechnology, industrial machinery,
and, of course, chemicals.






























In this study we classify each patent into one, and
only one, of 29 technologies, listed in Figure 3.
(One of the technologies is Chemicals, Plastics,
Polymers and Rubber, or “Chemicals” for short.)
The classification is based on the main invention art
International Patent Classification (IPC) given to
each patent by the patent examiners. Typically,
patents are given several IPCs, but for simplicity’s
sake, we only work with the “main classification.”
Since, as we indicated above, we insure that each
patent is assigned to a single industry, we can now
say that in this study each of the patents owned by
any one of the 1,151 companies is (a) assigned to a
single industry and (b) assigned to a single
technology.

1

A complete list of the companies is provided on the
CHI Research, Inc. website at
http://www.chiresearch.com/about/data/tech/co_byin
dustry.php3. Note that the list is arranged by TechLine “industry group.” Twelve of the industries in
this study are equivalent to industry groups. The
other three are consolidations of several industry
groups as follows: Metals and Mechanical is made up
of four industry groups, Aerospace, Consumer
Products, Materials, and Metals; Computers &
Semiconductors is the combination of two industry
groups, Computers and Semiconductors; and Forest,
Paper Products, and Textiles combines two industry
groups, Forest & Paper Products and Textiles.

Aerospace & Parts
Agriculture
Biotechnology*
Chemicals, Plastics, Polymers & Rubber*
Computers & Peripherals*
Electrical Appliances & Components
Fabricated Metals
Food & Tobacco*
Glass, Clay & Cement
Heating, Ventilation & Refrigeration
Industrial Machinery & Tools
Industrial Process Equipment
Measurement & Control Equipment
Medical Electronics
Medical Equipment
Miscellaneous Machinery
Motor Vehicles & Parts*
Office Equipment & Cameras
Oil & Gas, Mining
Other
Other Transport
Pharmaceuticals*
Power Generation & Distribution
Primary Metals
Semiconductors & Electronics*
Telecommunications*
Textiles & Apparel*
Wood & Paper*

* – denotes names that are very similar to
the names of an industry
One word of caution, often the names of industries
and technologies are the same or very similar. For
example, when we refer to the telecommunications
industry we are referring to the set of companies that
make up that industry and when we refer to
telecommunications technology we are referring to
technology that has been assigned to specific
telecommunications patent classifications (telephony,
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television, etc.) by the patent examiners. Other
technologies that are used in the telecommunications
industry, such as semiconductors and electronics (IC
chips) or plastics (cable shielding) or electrical
(power
supplies),
are
not
classified
as
telecommunications technology per se.

Figure 4
Industry Technology Creation Using Patent
Counts

287,000 1999-2001 industry patents: Each of the
four analyses starts with U.S. patents granted in the
three-year period from 1999 to 2001. We selected a
three-year period, rather than a single year, to insure
that each industry’s patent set is robust. We selected
a recent period because we are interested in knowing
whether chemistry is enabling today, rather than
whether it was enabling at some time in the past.
Between 1999 to 2001, a total of 477,000 U.S. utility
patents were granted, but not all of these 477,000
patents are assigned to organizations (about 15
percent of all granted patents are held by individual
inventors) and not all of the patents that are assigned
to organizations are assigned to the companies that
make up our 15 industries. As is shown in the
diagram in Figure 4, of the 477,000 1999-2001 U.S.
patents issued, we are able to assign 287,000 to an
industry.2

287k
patents tagged
by industry

477k
1999-2001
US
patents

Industry X’s patents

Technology A
Technology B
Technology C

Data environment: The analyses described in the
following sections are all based on relational database
tables carefully designed and constructed in CHI
Research’s SQL server environment. The database is
large and complex; in general, the tables in this
database contain hundreds of thousands, in some
cases millions, of records. Several examples of the
tables are: (1) a table of each of 287,000 citing
patents, pairing each patent to its technology, (2) a
table of nearly 2 million citation linkage pairs
between the 287,000 citing patents and the over
900,000 patents cited on their front pages and (3) a
table listing the technology of each of these cited
patents. Valid results depend both on correct design
of the database tables and careful and correct
formulation of database queries, many of which
“join” together several tables in the database. For
example, a joining of the second and third table
examples in one query enables us to map citation
linkages by cited technology.
INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY CREATION
In the first of four approaches to our main question,
we examine technology creation across industries,
using patenting activity to measure technology
creation. This is the most objective and viable way to
measure industry R&D activity by type of
technology. With the possible exception of perhaps a

2

The 1,151 companies that make up the industries
account for approximately 80 percent of all granted
patents that are assigned to organizations; that is, are
not individually owned.
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handful of companies, this is certainly something that
is not possible to obtain from company reporting of
R&D expenditures, which are not broken down by
technology.

One may ask whether just looking at this ranking is
sufficient to really understand what we are seeing
here. That is why we introduce another way to
examine the data, one that asks how often an industry
patents in a technology. We define three levels of
patenting:

We quantify technology creation for each industry by
determining how many patents, in the source set of
patents for that industry, belong to a given
technology. Again referring to Figure 4, as a
hypothetical example, if we look at the source set
made up of all the patents belonging to companies in
Industry X, we can count how many in the set belong
in technology A, how many in technology B, how
many in technology C, and so on. Once we have
done the same for each of the industries, we are then
able to compare technology creation rankings and
intensities across all the industries.

•
•
•

Core technology: technology accounts for at
least 10 percent of an industry’s patents.
Important technology: technology accounts
for between 1 and 10 percent of an
industry’s patents.
Irrelevant technology: technology accounts
for less than 1 percent of an industry’s
patents.

As is shown in the hypothetical example in Figure 6,
we can use a simple pie chart to diagram the percent
of industries for which a given technology is core,
important or irrelevant. In this example, Technology
A is core in one third of the industries (5 of the 15
industries), important in one third of the industries
(another 5 industries) and irrelevant in one third of
the industries (the remaining 5 of the 15 industries).
For us the real question is whether chemical
technology is core for many industries or not?

Let us now look at several useful ways to rank and
compare technology creation across the industries.
Figure 5 plots the number of industries in which
different technologies rank first, second or third by
number of granted patents.3 We see that chemical
technology is among the top three technology areas
of patenting in 9 of the 15 industries, and that this is a
far broader fraction of the 15 industries than we find
for any other technology.
Miscellaneous
Manufacturing and Computers & Peripherals both
rank in the top three technologies in only 4 of the 15
industries, and the remaining technologies rank in the
top three even less than that.

Figure 5
Chemical Technology is Among The Top Three
Patenting Areas in 9 Industries
0
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Chemicals, Plast., Polym., Rubber
Misc. Manufacturing
Computers & Peripherals

Figure 7 shows the distribution of chemical
technology creation for the 15 industries. We see
that all 15 industries create chemical technology at
either the core or important level; it is core in 9 of the
industries (60 percent), important in 6 industries (40
percent), and irrelevant in none. The industries in
which chemical technology is core include the
obvious ones - chemicals, energy, pharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, food beverage and tobacco - and
some that are not so obvious: materials, forest paper
& textiles, and instrument & optical.

Semicond. & Electronics
Electrical Appliances
Telecommunications
Biotechnology
Misc. Machinery
Industrial Machinery & Tools
Pharmaceuticals
Oil & Gas, Mining

3

Appendix Figures A1 and A2, respectively, provide
detailed tables of patent counts and percentage
distributions by industry and technology.
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Figure 6
For What % of Industries is Technology A Core,
Important and Irrelevant? – Sample Graphs
In this hypothetical example:

Technology A
Technology A is irrelevant to 5
industries

Ind O
Ind N

Indust
ry A
Ind B

Ind M

■
■
□

Core
Important

Technology A is a core
technology for 5 industries

Ind C

Ind L

Ind D

Ind K

Ind E

Irrelevant

Ind J
Ind I

Ind F
Ind H Ind G

Technology A is important for 5 industries

Figure 7
Chemical Technology Creation is Core or
Important in All 15 of The Industries

Chemicals, Plast., Polym., Rubber
Important 40%

Core 60%

or 6 industries

or 9 industries
Industry
Chemicals
Energy
Pharmaceuticals
Biotechnology
Food, Bev. & Tobacco
Health Care
Materials
Forest, Paper, Textiles
Instrument. & Optical

Industry
Engrng., Oil Field Svcs.
Metals & Mechan.
Electrical & Electron.
Automotive
Computers & Semicond.
Telecommunications

(Irrelevant 0%)
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chemical technology, and the evidence for this shows
up in the patenting activity within each industry. In
fact, we see that there is significant chemical
technology patenting going on in all industries, and
that chemical technology is core or important across
a much broader range of industries than any other
technology.

But what about the other technologies? Pie charts for
the top 10 technologies are compared in Figure 8.4
We see that no other technology comes close to the
breadth and intensity of chemical technology
patenting across industries. For example, industrial
machinery and tools is core in just 2 industries and
important in 11, computers and peripherals is core in
4 and important in 6, and electrical appliances and
components is core in just 1 and important in 12
industries.

INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY BASE
The second approach we take to quantify the extent
to which chemical science and technology is enabling
examines the distribution of underlying or base
technology, specifically, the prior art references upon
which each industry’s patents are building. In the
U.S. patent system, when patents are applied for, the
applicants are bound to provide relevant prior art they
are aware of; and, in the course of examining patent
applications examiners may provide additional prior
art references. When a patent issues, a list of all the
prior art “examiner” references is included on the
front page of the patent. The intent of these
references is to define the bounds of the allowed
patent claims.

Figure 8
Technology Creation Across Industries:
Chemical Technology Ranks First

■
■
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Industrial
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Tools
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Telecoms
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Control Equip

We call the cited patents the “technology base.” In
Figure 9 we again note the 477,000 1999-2001 U.S.
utility patents, and the subset of 287,000 patents that
can be matched to an industry. These 287,000
patents (the citing set) contain 1.8 million citations to
919,000 U.S. patents (the cited set). It is the
distribution by cited patent technology of these 1.8
million patent-to-patent citations that we use to
quantify the industry-to-technology base linkages.

Semics &
Electronics

Motor Vehicles
& Parts

Figure 9
Industry Technology Base Using Patent-to-Patent
Citations
Citing set

Technologies with
10,000 or more
patents, ordered
descending by overall
importance.

287k
patents tagged
by industry

Summarizing our examination of technology
creation, our finding is that all industries create

477k
1999-2001
US
patents

distribution of
1.8 million patentto-patent
references

4

In the figure technology areas are arranged in
descending order based on a composite score, where
3 points are awarded for each core industry, 2 for
each important one and 1 for irrelevant ones. The
other 19 technologies, which are not shown, have less
than 10,000 granted 1999-2001 patents, and are
largely irrelevant across most industries.

Cited set
919k patents
tagged by technology

The average citation frequency among all cited
patents is approximately 2 per patent, but is very
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skewed; while the vast majority of the cited patents
are cited just once, a very small number of the cited
patents are cited many times. Figure 10 provides a
list of the 20 most highly cited chemical technology
patents and shows the cite count breakout by citing
industry for each.5
The distribution across technologies of citations is
not to be confused with the distribution across
technologies of the 919,000 cited patents themselves.
We look at the distribution of the citations to the
cited patents, and not at the distribution of the cited
patents themselves, because many of the top-cited
chemistry patents are enabling in more than one
citing industry, and only by looking at the citation
distribution do we see this. For example, the 1993
Dow Chemical patent number 5,272,236, “Elastic
substantially linear olefin polymers,” is cited a total
of 73 times from the citing set; 47 of these cites come
from chemical industry patents, 10 from forest and
paper products industry patents, and 7 each from
energy industry and from metals and mechanical
industry patents. A second reason to count citations,
rather than cited patents, has to do with a given cited
patent having been cited multiple times. Highly cited
patents should be given more weight in determining
the nature of the cited prior art. This can only be
done by counting citations.

•

Important base technology: Technology
accounts for between one and ten percent of
citations from an industry’s patents.

•

Irrelevant technology: Technology accounts
for less than one percent of citations from an
industry’s patents.

We use the pie chart method of visualizing the data
as before. Figure 12 shows that no other technology
comes close to matching chemical technology7. As a
base technology, it technology is core in 9 of 15
industries, and important in the other six. By
comparison,
miscellaneous
manufacturing
technology, which includes construction and layered
products, is a small technology area that appears to
be of generic importance; it is important as a core
technology in just two and is an important base
technology in 12 industries.
Computers and
peripherals and telecommunications, two technology
areas with more patents and more total cites each
than chemical technology, also do not have the same
broad enabling presence. Computers and peripherals
is core in just 4 and important in 8 industries, while
telecommunications technology is only core in 4 and
important in 4 industries.
Our industry technology
chemical technology is
underpinning or base of
The evidence is found
patent citations, that is,
patents generated in each
technology as prior art.

Figure 11 plots the number of industries in which a
given technology is cited first, second or third as
prior art.6 Chemical technology is among the top
three cited technologies in 10 of the 15 industries,
while no other technology is among the top three in
more than 4 of the 15.

base finding then is that
a significant part of the
all industries’ technology.
in industry-to-technology
the degree to which the
industry build on chemical

Cross Industry Spillovers
Looking deeper, at the level of citations coming from
each industry, let us define three levels of citation
intensity, that is, citations to core, important and
irrelevant base technology:
•

Our third approach to the question of whether
chemistry is an enabling science / technology looks at
cross-industry spillovers, most specifically, how
many different industries build upon all the
technology produced by the industry, as compared to
all the technology produced by the other industries.
The method is the same as before, except that this
time we look at high, medium and low spillover,
rather than core, important or irrelevant technology.

Core base technology: Technology accounts
for at least 10 percent of citations from an
industry’s patents.

5

Refer to Appendix Figure A3 for a list showing the
same information for the 100 most highly cited
chemical technology patents.
6
See Appendix Figures A4 and A5 for detailed
citation counts and percentage distributions by citing
industry and by cited patent technology.

7

In the figure technology areas are arranged in
descending citation share order, based on a composite
score, similar to that used in Figure 8. Technologies
receiving less than 60,000 citations are not shown.
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Figure 10
Most Highly Cited Chemical Technology Base
Patents

Figure 11
Chemical Technology is Among The Top 3 Cited
Technologies in 10 Industries

Number of industries

Technology area
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Chemicals, Plast., Polym., Rubber
Computers & Peripherals
Misc. Manufacturing
Medical Equipment
Semiconductors & Electronics
Telecommunications
Electrical Appliances
Industrial Machinery & Tools
Misc. Machinery
Oil & Gas, Mining
Pharmaceuticals
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Figure 13
How Many Industries Build Upon Technology
Produced By The Chemical Industry?

Figure 12
Technology Base Across Industries: Again
Chemical Technology Ranks First
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In Figure 14, for each cited industry, we plot the
number of industries that reference its patents first,
second or third most often. In this case, the chemical
industry, which ranks among the top three in 7
industries, comes in second, behind the electrical and
electronics industry, which is among the top three in
8 industries.9 The pharmaceuticals industry is next; it
is among the top three cited in 5, followed by the
computers and semiconductors industry, the energy
industry, and so on.

Figure 13 is a diagram that shows how the citing set
of industry-tagged patents links to the cited set of
industry-tagged patents.
The 287,000 industrytagged citing patents contain 1.4 million patent-topatent references or citations to 692,000 patents that
can be tagged by industry, because these cited
patents, which comprise a subset of the 919,000 total
cited patents, belong to companies that are
identifiable by industry. It is the distribution of these
1.4 million industry-to-industry references that we
use to quantify the spillovers.8

Figure 14
Chemical Industry Patenting is Among The Top 3
Cited in 7 Industries
0

Number of citing industries
3
6
9
12

Electrical & Electron.
Chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
Computers & Semicond.
Energy
Metals & Mechan.
Telecommunications
Automotive
Health Care
Instrument. & Optical

8

In addition to the 15 industries, in this case the cited
“industries” also include government agencies,
universities, research labs, etc. However, in no case
does any of these additional “industries” come up as
significant.

9

See Appendix Figure A6 and A7, respectively, for
detailed citation count data and percentage
distributions by citing industry and by cited industry.
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15

In the pie charts in Figure 15 we assess the
technology spillover from cited industries on our
high, medium and low scale.10 A spillover into an
industry is considered high if the cited industry
accounts for at least 10% of the citing industry’s
citations; medium spillover is 1-10% of citations and
low spillover is less than 1%. The electrical and
electronics industry has the strongest breadth and
depth, with high spillover into 7 industries and
medium spillover into 8. The chemical industry
comes in second behind electrical and electronics,
with high spillover into 6 industries, medium
spillover into 8 industries, and low spillover into just
1 industry. The two industries that are ranked next
below the chemical industry are the computer and
semiconductor industry (high spillover into 4,
medium spillover into 9, and low spillover into 2
industries) and the instrument and optical industry
(medium and high spillover, respectively, into 13 and
just 2 industries).

In summary, instead of chemical industry technology
coming out far ahead, we find that cross-industry
technology spillovers are highest from the electrical
and electronic industry with the chemical industry a
close second. The evidence is in industry-to-industry
patent citation counts; patents granted to companies
in all industries cite foremost to patents granted to
electrical and electronics industry and then to
chemical industry companies.

INDUSTRY SCIENCE BASE
The last approach we take to examining chemistry as
an enabling technology is to measure the importance
of chemistry as a science base, compared to other
science. We do this by counting the direct citations
from the patents in each industry to published papers
in chemistry and other scientific fields.

Figure 15
Chemical Industry Spillover Ranks Second Only
to Electrical & Electronics
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Low Spillover
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Chemicals

Computers &
Semicond.
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In addition to prior art “examiner” references on the
front pages of U.S. patents that cite to earlier patents,
patents also contain examiner references to nonpatent prior art. While some of these non-patent
references are to textbooks, industrial catalogues,
newspaper stories, and so on, here we are interested
in the subset of these non-patent references which is
made up of peer-reviewed science papers, principally
papers published in scientific journals. Basically, the
question here is to what extent does the technology
created by each industry cite to peer-reviewed
chemistry science papers as prior art, compared to
papers in other fields.

Telecoms

Electrical &
Electron.

Instrument. &
Optical

Metals &
Mechan.

Automotive

Based on the journal in which each has been
published, all scientific papers can be categorized
into one of eight fields: biomedical research, biology,
chemistry, clinical medicine, earth & space,
engineering & technology, mathematics, and physics.
Figure 16 defines each of these fields by listing all
the “subfields” that make up each. This CHI
Research field classification has been used in the UScongressionally-mandated, biennial Science and
Engineering Indicators reports published by the
National Science Board.

Pharma

10

In the figure industries are arranged in descending
spillover order based on a composite score like the
one used in Figure 8. Only the 9 industries whose
patents obtained at least 40,000 citations are shown in
the figure.
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The average citation frequency among the all cited
papers is nearly 3 (actually 328,000 / 112,000 or
2.92). Just as with the cited patents, the citation
distribution has a very long tail; the vast majority of
the cited papers are cited just once and only a small
minority are cited many times. Figure 18 is a list of
the 10 most highly cited chemistry papers. (For a list
of the 100 most highly cited chemistry papers, see
Appendix, Figure A8.) The table is arranged in
descending order by total number of citations
received, and citing industries are ordered descending
by number of references to chemistry papers. For
example, the most highly cited paper, Uhlmann et al
(Hoechst AG), “Antisense Oligonucleotides..,”
Chemical Reviews (1990), is cited a total of 131
times. Of these cites 94 are from the pharmaceutical
industry, 24 from biotechnology, and so on, and just
3 of the cites are from chemical industry company
patents.

Figure 16
Science Paper Fields and Their Respective
Subfields

We call the cited papers the science base. In Figure
17 we see that the 287,000 industry-tagged set of
patents contain 328,000 patent-to-paper references to
112,000 different papers. It is the distribution of the
328,000 references by scientific paper field, rather
than the distribution by field of the papers
themselves, that we use to measure the industry-toscience base linkages.11

Figure 19 plots, for each scientific field, the number
of industries that reference its papers first, second or
third. Chemistry ranks first; it is among the top three
cited fields in 13 of the industries, followed by
physics, which is among the top three in 10
industries, and engineering and technology, which is
in the top three in 9 industries.12 Citations to clinical
medicine, to biomedical research, and to the
remaining fields shown, are in the top three in a much
narrower fraction of the industries.

Figure 17
Industry Science Base – Industry-to-Science Field
Patent-to-Paper Citations
Citing set

287k
patents tagged
by industry

477k
1999-2001
US
patents
distribution of
328k patent- topaper
references

In this figure “chemistry” is actually a combination
of the field of chemistry and the chemical
engineering subfield of the engineering and
technology field (and the engineering and technology
data exclude chemical engineering). However, the
impact of the inclusion of chemical engineering
literature with chemistry is not really all that
significant. Even without including chemical

Cited sets
919k
patents

692k patents

112k
Papers
by field

11

It is important to recognize that we are certainly
not restricting our analysis to cited papers turned out
by each industry itself, although, of course, some
industry self citing is likely to exist.
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12

Appendix Figures A9 and A10, respectively,
provide detailed citation counts and percentage
distributions by citing industry and by cited paper
field, where chemical engineering papers are in with
chemistry papers, and are excluded as a subfield of
the engineering and technology field.
The
corresponding data, where the chemical engineering
papers remain in the engineering and technology field
and are NOT combined with chemistry papers, are
given in Appendix Figures A11 and A12.

Figure 18
Chemistry Papers Most Highly Cited by Patents
Ranked by number of cites received from 19992001 industry patents

Figure 19
Chemistry is Among The Top 3 Cited Fields in 13
Industries

Num ber of citing industries
Science field

0

3

6

Chemistry
Physics
Engineering & Tech
Clinical Medicine
Biomedical Research
Biology
Earth & Space
Mathematics
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9

12

15

engineering, chemistry still ranks ahead of all the
other fields. Then, chemistry is among the top 3
cited fields in 12 of 15 industries, not 13 of 15
industries, and engineering and technology ties with
physics as being among the top 3 cited fields in 10
citing industries.

industries, and engineering and technology is core in
10, rather than 9, industries.
Thus, in this final approach to our question, we find
that chemistry is an important part of the science base
of all industries. The evidence is found in patent-topaper citations; patents granted to companies in all
industries cite chemistry papers as prior art.

And finally, Figure 20 compares pie charts for each
of the scientific paper fields, and shows in how many
industries each field is core, important or irrelevant.
All paper fields are shown. Only chemistry and
biomedical research are either core or important
across all industries, but chemistry is core in more
industries than biomedical research (chemistry is core
in 11, versus 7 for biomedical research). And,
chemistry is also core in more industries than any of
the other fields as well; engineering and technology
and also physics are core in 9 industries, and clinical
medicine is core in 7.

CONCLUSIONS
We have taken four different approaches to
examining the question of whether chemistry is an
enabling science / technology, and in all four we
found strong evidence to support a very positive
finding.
First, looking at technology creation within each of
the industries, as measured by patenting activity, we
find significant chemical technology patenting going
on in all industries, and no other technology comes
close the breadth exhibited in chemical technology
patenting.

Figure 20
Science Base Across Industries: Chemistry Ranks
First

■
■
□

Core
Important

Scientific field

Biomedical
Research

Biology

Second, based on industry-to-technology patent
citations, that is, the degree to which the patents
generated in each industry build on chemical
technology as prior art, our findings are that chemical
technology underpins technology development in all
industries and no other technology comes close to
having as broad an enabling presence.

Irrelevant

Engineering &
Tech

Earth & Space

Chemistry

Physics

Clinical
Medicine

Third, based on industry-to-industry patent citation
data, we find that the technology spillovers to other
industries are greatest from the electrical industry,
and second greatest from the chemical industry. In
other words, patents granted to companies in all
industries build foremost on patents granted to
electrical industry and then to chemical industry
companies.

Mathematics

Small fields with <3% total citations

And fourth, based on patent-to-paper citations, that
is, the extent to which patents granted to companies
in all industries build on the chemistry science
literature as prior art, our finding is that chemistry is
a core part of the science base of more industries than
any other scientific field.

Fields ordered descending by overall importance

If chemical engineering papers are not combined with
chemistry papers, the results are still basically the
same. Then chemistry is core in 10, not 11,

Together, these four patent and citation analyses
conclusively establish broad application of chemical
science and technology. Because chemical science
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and technology is used so broadly, it underpins
innovation across the economy. And the fact that no
other science / technology is used as broadly and
intensely leads us to conclude that chemistry is the
most enabling science / technology.
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Patent Database and Patent Citation Analysis

Phase II Task 3:
“Tracing the Timeline from Government
Funding to Industrial Impact”

When a US patent is issued, it must satisfy three
criteria: it must be useful, it must be novel, and it
must not be obvious. The references cited on the
front page of the patent are related mainly to the
question of novelty—to demonstrate that the patent
as issued is different from and improves upon the
cited ‘prior art.’

Prepared by:
Peter Kroll, ipIQ
INTRODUCTION
ipIQ (formerly CHI Research, Inc) is pleased to
present to the Council for Chemical Research the
results of its analysis of the timeline from
government funding of research, through to industrial
impact. This segment of the CCR project is designed
to complement previous phases of the project, and to
contribute to its overall objective of developing a
greater understanding of the role and value of
chemical research. Previous segments of the CCR
project have used patent and citation indicators to
examine the relationship between research and
development expenditures and operating revenues for
chemical companies, and how chemistry is an
enabling technology—a technology upon which
many other technologies build extensively. We also
analyzed the financial benefits of investing in high
quality science and technology.

There are three major classes of citations on the front
page of a US patent: to earlier US patents; to earlier
foreign patents; and to a set of nonpatent references,
the majority of which are scientific papers reporting
the results of original research. A typical US patent
issued today cites 13 earlier US patents, two or three
foreign patents, and three or four non-patent sources.
The fundamental idea of patent citation analysis is
that when an earlier patent is cited in many later
patents, then that earlier patent is likely to contain a
significant advance. Citation distributions are highly
skewed, with the average patent cited 4 or 5 times in
the first five or so years after it is issued, and a
relatively small number of patents cited 10, 15, 20 or
more times. It is those highly cited patents that have
been shown in numerous studies to contain
technological advances of far more than passing
importance (Narin, 2000; Albert et al., 1991).

This segment of the study examines the length of
time from the initiation of the supported research to
the resulting patented technology, in order to
establish the length of time to achieve the payoff to
the chemical industry of investing in public science.

Figure 1 shows an example of the citation
relationships around one 1994 patent issued to IBM.
The patent document indicates that it cited nine US
patents as prior art. It also cited five foreign patents.
Six other prior art references were made to literature
other than patents; three of those were to scientific
literature. That prior art represents an earlier state of
knowledge that the IBM invention improved upon.
Since the issuance of that patent, 23 later US patents
have cited it.

The basic hypothesis, supported by the evidence that
we have already generated– such as our finding that
75 percent of the science cited by patents from all US
industries is from the public sector (Narin et al.,
1997)—is that there is a traceable path from research
and grant support acknowledgements on papers, to
the patents that cite the papers.
METHODOLOGY
ipIQ examined a large subset of the US patent
database and used our citation analysis techniques to
identify the links from funding of basic science
literature through time to the patents invented that
cite that science. We did this by tracing the process of
bringing an innovative concept to market by
identifying landmarks along the way. This could be
done because patents build upon and acknowledge
prior art in technology and science. In turn, published
scientific results acknowledge funding support
sources. This identification is not theoretical or
predictive, but rather tracks historical evidence.
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Figure 2 Average Number of Cited Patents and
Figure 1 A Patent Must Cite the Prior Art: An
Example

Science Has Increased Over Time
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Time Intervals to Determine

ipIQ maintains a database of the information
contained on the front page of all patents issued by
the US Patent and Trademark Office from 1975 to the
present. Upon weekly receipt of the newly issued
patents, we determine—for the major patenting
organizations—which corporate family contains each
patent’s assignee, standardize nonpatent references
by parsing their free text format as it arrives from the
Patent Office and characterize whether they are to
scientific or other sources, and determine the
technology area of the patent, based on our
proprietary classification scheme. We also construct a
set of technology indicators from these data for
individual patents, organizations, and technologies,
based on citation patterns, and normalize them based
on overall patent system measures, within industries,
technologies, and years.

Figure 3 shows a simplified schematic timeline of the
genesis of an invention from conception to market.
Of course, no model can fully represent the complex
iterative multi-layered knowledge development that
is the process of innovation. This timeline serves as
means of measuring the mile markers along that path.
We recognize that there is overlap between the
stages.
Figure 3 Timeline from Conception to Market

Figure 2 shows the trends over the past several
decades of the increasing number of references by
newly issued patents both to earlier patents and to
earlier scientific papers. From 1980 to 2004, the
average number of references to a US patent rose
from 5.7 to 14, almost 150%. The relative increase in
science references was even greater, from 0.31 per
citing patent in 1985 (the first year we have those
data available) to 2.24 in 2003, an increase of more
than 600%.

We begin with our focus in the middle of the
diagram, with the development of the invention,
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Figure 5 shows that, as a percentage of all US-issued
patents, a relatively level pattern is also exhibited.

marked by the application and grant date of the
patent. The technology commercialization stage
follows, leading to the actual production of the final
product. Moving backward to the stage preceding the
invention, we refer to the foundational research
representing the scientific research and technology
precedents that the invention under consideration is
built upon.13 The foundational technology is
represented by the predecessor patents cited by the
invention’s patents. The foundational science is
represented by the predecessor science papers cited
by the invention’s patents. The dates of the cited
patents and papers can be determined. In its early
stages, the scientific research is supported by funding
grants, which are traditionally acknowledged in the
papers reporting the research results. The dates of the
initial funding can often be determined.
Thus, we want
parameters:
T1

to

determine

the

Figure 4 Chemical Patenting has Remained
Steady in Absolute Numbers
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T3 = time from predecessor patent issuance to
patent grant date (Technology Cycle Time)
Figure 5 Chemical Patenting has Remained
Steady as a Percentage of All patents

T4 = time from patent issuance to product
commercialization

12%

Patent Set Selected

Chemicals and Plastics, Polymers, Rubber Patents

10%

The patents selected were a subset of all US patents
issued in the years 2001-2003.

8%

For studies such as this, we categorize each patent
into a single Technology Area. The classification is
based on the main invention art International Patent
Classification (IPC) given to each patent by the
patent examiners. Typically, patents are given
several IPCs, but for simplicity’s sake, we only work
with the “main classification.” For this study, we
have focused on patents falling into two of our
Technology Areas: (1) Chemicals; and (2) Plastics,
Polymers, and Rubber. For the rest of this report, we
will simply refer to this combined set of 47,631
patents as “Chemical Technology.”

Combined
6%

Chemicals
Plast,Polym,Rubb

4%
2%
0%
2001

2002

2003

Our internal Tech-Line® database tracks almost 2000
parent organizations that have received the most US
patents over the past five years. In Tech-Line we also
designate a primary “industry group” for each parent
company, based on a variety of sources such as
industrial directories, company web pages, and
reported primary Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) data. This industry group designation is used
here to place each company in an industry. In this

Figure 4 shows that over the three study years, the
absolute number of Chemical Technology patents in
the US patent system has remained relatively steady.

13

The observation has been made that two years of
unfunded research may ensue before the initial
funding is granted.
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study, we restricted the set to patents granted only to
assignees in the Chemical Industry. This is distinct
from the Chemical Technology Area categorization.
A technology is a way of characterizing patents by
the art of their inventions, which is something quite
different from characterizing the patents by the nature
of the companies that own them. IBM, a computer
industry company, owns patents in many technology
areas, not only the obvious ones such as computers
and semiconductors, but also less obvious
technologies such as food, biotechnology, industrial
machinery, and, of course, chemicals. In our tracking
of the major patenting organizations in the US
system, we categorize each of those companies by
industry, and from those selected the companies that
are in the Chemicals Industry. We also created a
separate
combined
category
of
“Public
Organizations,” those in our Tech-Line categories of
Government, Universities, and Research Institutions.
The patent counts for these two sets are 12,900 and
3,783, respectively.

Figure 6 For this Subset, Chemical Patenting
Declined

Chemical Industry vs. Public Sector (US-Invented)
3000
2500
2000
Total
Public total
1000

Our final restriction on inclusion in the set was to
select only patents having at least one inventor with a
US address. This reduced the set of patents to 7,762,
consisting of 5,029 from the Chemical Industry and
2,770 from the Public Sector (including 37 falling
into both sets due to patents having coassignees in
each sector).

500
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This three-year set of 7,762 unique patents reference
prior patents 100,812 times (76,961 by Chemical
Industry patents and 23,851 by Public Sector
patents). Because multiple patents may cite the same
prior art, the set consists of 56,305 unique patents
(40,583 cited by the Chemical Industry and 17,106
cited by the Public Sector, including 1,384 in both
sets).

To summarize, the patents in this study phase are a
subset of all 2001-2003 patents granted in the US
system:
•

Chemical Ind total

1500

Looking at references to nonpatent publications, the
7,762 patents in our base set cite 73,692 nonpatent
references. Of these, we classify 60,718 as references
to science (papers appearing in journals or research
that could result in a refereed journal). Of these,
58,359 are in standard journals. We observe that the
Public Sector patents cite many more science
references than do the Chemical Industry’s (11,749
cited by the Chemical Industry vs. 46,852 cited by
the Public Sector’s patents, including 242 cited by
both in patents coassigned to both sectors). In
identifying a paper sufficiently to have enough
information to find it in the library, we need at least
the year, journal, author, and page (they are reported
in a nonstandard free format on the patent document
itself, often omitting one or more of these pieces of
information). These could be determined for 41,401
unique papers (7,585 cited by Chemical Industry
patents and 34,363 cited by Public Sector patents,
including 597 cited by both sets). It is these

Issued to US inventors only.

This subset of patents—that is, US-invented
Chemical Technology Patents in the Chemical
Industry and Public Sectors—is shown in Figure 6. It
shows a decline over the three years.
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references that are evaluated in the remainder of this
report.
Analysis

Figure 7 Age of Cited Prior Art

Time from Patent Issuance to Commercialization
Empirically determining the time from invention date
to product commercialization is a difficult task and
beyond the scope of this study. We know, for
example that in the pharmaceutical industry, it is
often relatively easy to establish this time lag,
because
the
patents
underlying
specific
pharmaceuticals are often listed in the various drug
delivery and description documents. This public
disclosure is not usually the case in the chemical
industry, where new, complex products are often
built based on a portfolio of patents.

Median Age of Cited Prior Art
12

Cited Papers, T2
Cited Patents, T3

10

Years

8
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4
2

Perhaps surprisingly, according to Griffin (2002)
studies on product development times have focused
mainly on methods of reducing them (Griffin, 1997),
or anecdotal data on particular projects. Absolute
numbers, in general or in specific industries such as
chemicals, are elusive in the literature. So, for this
study, we rely on anecdotal evidence and general
observation to put the average time (T4) to scale up
the production process from invention at least five
years for significant innovations.

0
Chemicals

Public

Sector of Citing Patent

With this information, we can now fill in two
elements, T2 and T3, of our timeline, as shown in
Figure 8.
Figure 8 Timeline from Conception to Market

Age of Cited Prior Art
We first determined the age of the cited prior art
represented by patents and papers. Although patent
grant dates are known to the precise day of issuance,
the publication dates of the cited scientific papers are
usually known only to the year, so all age
calculations were based on an annual basis.
Furthermore, because references many decades old
occasionally appear, they would tend to skew a
calculation based on means, so the median is the
statistic used in this study.
Figure 7 shows the median age of the cited patents
and papers in our set, separated between the citing
Chemical Industry Patents and the citing Public
Sector patents. The Chemical Technology patents
cited by Chemical companies have a median age of
10 years between issuing date of citing and cited
patents. The age of cited papers is even older—11
years. Public sector Chemical Technology patents
build on prior art (patents and papers) that is two
years newer than for Chemical Industry patents, on
average—8 and 9 years, respectively.

At this point, we will also put in a number for T4.
Although it is beyond the scope of this study,
anecdotal evidence and general observation would
put the average time to scale up the production
process at least five years for significant innovations.
Time Between Funding and Scientific Paper
Publication
In order to determine the value of T1, the time from
the initiation of scientific research to the publication
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of results, we used the milepost of funding grant date.
This information is not reported in the patent data
received from the Patent Office, since it is associated
with the cited paper, rather than the citing patent.
Because the patent identifies the papers cited by the
patents, we could determine the grant identifiers from
the paper’s funding acknowledgments to grants, and
therefore potentially the grant dates. Because this
process involved sending staff to research libraries to
physically find the cited paper, record the funding
acknowledgment information, and then research the
grant date, we selected a random sample of 500
papers cited by Chemical Industry patents and 500
papers cited by Public Sector patents.

At this point, the grant identifiers were recorded in
cases where funding was acknowledged, as were the
sectors of the authors’ institutions. Because the date
of the grant is rarely a component of the
acknowledged grant number, and access to individual
granting organizations’ individual grant data is
ordinarily restricted at best, we limited our grant date
lookup to only the NIH and NSF online databases. Of
the 361 NIH + 69 NSF funding acknowledgements
by these found papers, we were able to identify the
initial grant date of 63 of the grants acknowledged in
papers cited by Chemical Industry patents and 256 of
the grants acknowledged in papers cited by the Public
Sector patents. These represent, respectively, 92 and
390 combinations of patent-to-cited paper-toacknowledged grant. From these results, we
calculated the number of years from grant issuance to
paper publication.

Of these, 355 cited by the Chemical Industry and 395
cited by the Public Sector were found in the library.
They made acknowledgements to 613 and 970 grants
respectively. Table 1 shows the top funding sources
for scientific research papers for both industrial and
public sector patents that were cited in our sample.
For comparison, we also list the funding
acknowledgement distribution for the papers most
highly cited by patents in our full study dataset.14
NIH and NSF are the prominent individual granting
organizations.

Figure 9 displays the results of that compilation. The
median time from grant to publication is 4 years for
papers cited by Chemical Industry patents; for papers
cited by Public Sector patents, the median age is 5
years. 15 This completes the timeline, shown in Figure
10.

Table 1 Top Funding Sources for Scientific
Research Cited in Chemical Patents

For Sample of Cited Papers

Funding Source
Natl Inst of Health
Foreign Nonprofit
Foreign Government
Private Companies
All other US private non-profit
Natl Science Foundation
All other federal government
All other US private non-profit
Dept of Energy
Foreign univ, med, tech schools
American Cancer Soc
US univ & med schools
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Petroleum Research Fdn
State or local government

For 23 Highly Cited Papers
Number of
Acknowledged
Grants*
361
223
156
105
103
69
68
47
27
26
25
27
17
13
8

Funding Source
Private Companies
Natl Science Foundation
Natl Inst of Health
Foreign Government
Foreign Nonprofit
Dept of Energy
All other US private non-profit
American Cancer Soc
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Public Health Service
State or local government

Number of
Acknowledged
Grants*
10
8
6
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

*Counts are for those papers found in lib rary. Some acknowledged multiple grants. Some that were found
acknowledged no funding sources.

Funded, not sure by whom
* No Information *
* Article Not Found *

10
270
26

* No Information *

8

15

The values range from 0 to 22 years, with a mean
(standard deviation) of 6.68 (5.75) for Chemical
Industry patent-paper-funding combinations, and
6.29 (4.59) for Public Sector combinations.

14

The most highly cited papers in the set are listed in
Table 2.
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this analysis, we grouped a paper’s authors into the
public sector, the industry sector, or both. Figure 11
shows the distribution of author sectors for this
sample. As might be expected, the public sector
(universities, research institutions, and government
entities) publishes the majority of papers that provide
the foundation of the chemical patents. In fact, in
Figure 12 we can see that 86% of the cited papers are
published by the public sector. Industry authors alone
represent 7% of the cited papers, and collaborative
efforts between industry and the public sector
account for the remaining 7%. Recall that based on
the timeline determined earlier, these are vintage
1990s papers cited by the 2001-2003 patents.

Figure 9 Time from Grant to Paper

Median Time Between Initial Funding of Grant and
Publication of Research Results in Paper*
6

*Grants by NIH and NSF, for papers cited in patents

5

Ye a rs

4

Figure 11 Universities and Nonprofits Lead in
Authorship of Cited Scientific Papers
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Figure 10 Timeline from Conception to Market
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Figure 10 shows the resulting figures for the timeline
from beginning to end. The complete cycle time is
then 13 to 16 years from initial funding to patent
issuance, plus another five or more years before a
technology reaches the market.

A Note on Collaboration Between Sectors
With the sample of cited papers having been looked
up at the library and the author institutions identified,
we now turn to the collaboration between sectors. For
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5. Both the chemical industry and the public
sector rely on public research; and

Figure 12 Sectors Collaborate in Cited Papers

6. Evidence of collaboration was found between
industry and public sector authors in papers cited by
patents.

Collaboration Between Industry and Public Authors
Single Industry
Author
7%

REFERENCES
Industry-Public
Authors
7%

Albert, M.B., D. Avery, P. McAllister, and F. Narin,
“Direct Validation of Citation Counts as Indicators of
Industrially Important Patents,” Research Policy, 20,
251–259, 1991.

Single Public
Author
86%

Griffin, A., “Modeling and Measuring Product
Development Cycle Time Across Industries,”
Journal
of
Engineering
and
Technology
Management, 14, 1, 1997.

CONCLUSIONS

Griffin, A., “Product Development Cycle Time for
Business-to-Business
Products,”
Industrial
Marketing Management, 31, 291-304, 2002.

This segment of the study examined the length of
time from the initiation of the supported research to
the resulting patented technology, in order to
establish the length of time to achieve the payoff to
the chemical industry of investing in public science.

Narin, F., K. Hamilton, and D. Olivastro. "The
Increasing Linkage between U.S. Technology and
Public Science," Research Policy, 26, 3, 317-330,
1997.

The basic hypothesis was that there is a traceable
path
from
research
and
grant
support
acknowledgements on papers, to the patents that cite
the papers.

Narin, F., “Tech-Line® Background Paper,” in
Measuring Strategic Competence, Imperial College
Press, Technology Management Series, Joe Tidd,
editor, 2000.

In tracing the science cited in patents back to its
funding source, we found that
1.
Scientific research cited by chemical industry
chemical technology patents has a median age of 11
years; scientific research cited by public sector
chemicals patents has a median age of 9 years;
2.
Predecessor technology (in the form of
patents) cited by chemical industry chemicals patents
has a median age of 10 years; predecessor technology
cited by public sector chemicals patents has a median
age of 8 years;
3. Scientific papers cited by chemical industry
chemicals patents acknowledge grants from NIH and
NSF with a median age of 4 years; scientific papers
cited by public sector chemicals patents (also based
on NIH and NSF grants) have a median age of 5
years;
4. The time for the results of basic research to
reach the stage of patented invention may typically
take 13-16 years from the time funding is provided
by a support agency;
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Table 2 Scientific Papers Cited Most Highly
in Chemical Patents Set

Cites
Received
44
27
27
25
20
19
17
17
17
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Reference as Appears in Sample Patent
Bowie, J.U., et al., "Deciphering the Message in Protein Sequences: Tolerance to Amino Acid
Substitutions", Science vol.247:1306-1310 (Mar. 1990).
L. K. Johnson et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1995, 117, 6414.
Lazar, E., et al. "Transforming Growth Factor .alpha.: Mutation of Aspartic Acid 47 and Leucin
48 Results in Different Biological Activities". Molecular and Cellular Biology. Mar. 1988.
1247-1252.
Kohler and Milstein, "Continuous culture of fussed cells screting antibody of predefined
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